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Introduction

This book serves as a written and photographic record of the creation of the WRSA Inclusivity

Community Quilt.

It tells the collaborative story of the quilt, with blocks designed by coaches engaged in

inclusivity, accessibility, anti-racist, and social justice work and their written artist statements

explaining each unique block.

It is also deeply embedded in the values of WRSA as a workspace in the service of students. You

will see processes in these pages: drafts and revisions. You will also see and hear individual

voices through distinct artistic styles, carefully planned designs, and the artists’ narrative

statements.

The quilt, like an essay submitted to an instructor, is finished, but the work that inspired it, the

critical thought in each piece of fabric, and the reflection in each measured stitch will

continue–for the coach-writer-makers, for the students they support, and for those who view it

in WRSA.



Each pair of pages for the fifteen blocks in the quilt includes a photograph of the finished block,

the maker’s name, a block key showing the block’s placement in the quilt, and the final draft of

the artist’s statement.


